MATH 313 – Introductory Numerical Analysis

SECTION: 001  TR  10:00 -- 11:50am        Quarter:  Fall 2016			              	     CLASSROOM:  BH 305 

INSTRUCTOR:	Dr. Dave Meng		OFFICE NUMBER:  GTMH 342 			PHONE: 257 -3007

OFFICE HOURS: MWF 9:30—10:30am, 12:30—1:30pm; TR 8:00—9:30am, 2:00—2:30pm, or by appointment.

E-MAIL: dmeng@latech.edu		WEB SITE: http://www.latech.edu/~dmeng		

PREREQUISITE:  MATH 245			                                       COREQUISITES: 

COURSE GOALS: The student will become proficient in MATLAB programming, errors and Taylor series, bracketing and open methods, Gauss Elimination, Gauss-Seidel, least squares, interpolation, numerical integration and differentiation, and numerical ODE. This proficiency will be demonstrated by satisfactorily completing a series of exams, programming assignments, and homework assignments. 

TEXTBOOKS:  Applied Numerical Methods with MATLAB for Engineers and Scientists, 3rd edition, by Steven C. Chapra

ATTENDANCE REGULATIONS:  Class attendance is regarded as an obligation as well as a privilege.  All students are expected to attend regularly and punctually.  Failure to do so may jeopardize a student’s scholastic standing and may lead to suspension from the university.  Furthermore, a portion of the student’s grade will be determined by in-class programming assignments.

HOMEWORK POLICY:  Homework assignments will be completed using WeBWorK.
                                         
GRAPHING CALCULATOR/COMPUTER ALGEBRA SYSTEM:  An FE approved calculator is required. Access to software MATLAB is mandatory, though is cannot be used for exams. 

EXAMINATIONS:  There will be a midterm and final exam.  If a student has to miss an exam, he/she must notify the instructor prior to the exam either in person or by phone.  An unexcused absence from an exam will result in a zero on that exam.  The exam dates are: Midterm: Tues., Oct. 18, 2016;  Final: Tues., Nov. 15, 2016

GRADE DETERMINATION POLICY:  The grading scale will be:  A = 90% - 100%; B = 80% - 89%; C = 70% - 79%; D = 60% - 69%; F = 0% - 59%.  The course grade will be calculated as follows:

Programming Avg.	20%
Homework Avg.		10%
Midterm			35%
Final			35%
Total		            100%	

              HONOR CODE and ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT:  Honor Code Statement “Being a student of a higher standard, I pledge to
              embody the principles of academic integrity.” In accordance with p. 16 of the Louisiana Tech University bulletin, any form of 
              plagiarism is considered academic misconduct and will carry a minimum penalty of an “F” for the assignment in question. The 
              instructor reserves the right to enforce a more stringent penalty. For details on the honor code, please refer to  
              http://www.latech.edu/documents/honor-code.pdf

STUDENTS NEEDING SPECIAL ACCOMODATIONS & RETENTION OF GRADED MATERIALS:  Students needing testing or classroom accommodations based on a disability should discuss the need with the instructor during the first week of class.  In the event of a question regarding an exam grade or final grade, it will be the responsibility of the student to retain and present graded materials which have been returned for student possession.

EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION SYSTEM: All Louisiana Tech students are strongly encouraged to enroll and update their contact information in the Emergency Notification System. It takes just a few seconds to ensure you're able to receive important text and voice alerts in the event of a campus emergency. For more information on the Emergency Notification System, please visit http://www.latech.edu/administration/ens.php . For emergency notifications please visit http://ert.latech.edu" http://ert.latech.edu  .


